
� International transport and freight forwarding;

� Storage and Consolidation;

� Customs clearance;

� Risk insurance customers.

High speed create quality traffic 

in your direction.

BKLTRANS LLCBKL Spedition GmbH

23569 Lübeck, Germany 198035 Sankt-Petersburg, Russia



Each your order, regardless of its complexity, be performed quickly 

and safely with full control of all the stages included in the delivery of 

goods.

The main areas of BKLTRANS are:

- Ferry services (Ro-Ro): Lübeck, Kiel, Antwerp – St. Petersburg (Ust-Luga).

- Road transport «land»: D, DK, NL, B, FR, IT, ES, CZ, SRB, CH, PL, LT, LV- RUS (St.Petersburg, Moscow and other 

regions).

- Fixed-combination intra all modes of transport, as well as the possibility of groupage, oversized and heavy 

cargo.

- Store Services and paperwork (ware-house in Germany, with the possibility of consolidation and deconsolidation 

of goods, organization overloads documents T1, EX, CMR, Fito)

- Container shipping «door to door»: Europe (Hamburg, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Bilbao) 

- Port forwarding (St.Petersburg, Ust-Luga, Lübeck, Kiel, Hamburg, Antwerp)

Multimodal transportations carried out both in-house and through long-term contracts with business partners.

Our company has an office in Germany BKL Spedition GmbH (port of Lübeck, as well as warehouse 

LOGISTIKZENTRUM BKL).

Our main advantages – it’s efficiency, reliability and quality service when dealing with any problems 
on the transport and customs clearance. 



A significant advantage of our  company is the 

ability to consolidate their goods in the 

warehouse.
Transportation of small consignments of goods over long distances, we carry out the 

delivery system and consolidation of cargoes on our transit warehouse in Germany 

and their subsequent shipment to Russia through the Baltic customs.

Consolidation is an effective solution in case of delivery of small consignments of 

goods or ordering goods from different suppliers one recipient.

Services:
-Storing

-Packing and sorting

-Pallet packaging

-Supporting documents

Thanks to the great experience we provide reception of goods with utmost care and 

delicacy, recording every moment documentation for a detailed study.

Legalize EX

Opens/closes the Т1

Helping in customs clearance of export goods in Europe.

Customs clearanse in Russia

Phyto control  and certification.

Making GS and VTT

Groupage



WE WILL BE GLAD TO COOPERATE WITH YOU!

«BKLTRANS» LLC
bkltrans@bk.ru

Tel.: +7(812)336 90 89

BKL Spedition GmbH
spedition@bkltrans.com

Tel.: +49 451 450 54 680

Fax.: +49 451 450 54 682

Storehouse

LOGISTIKZENTRUM BKL
Tel.: +49 152 226 97 135

Port

port@bkltrans.com

� Logistics

� Optimization

� Information

� Warehouse

� Transport

� Cargo

� Traffic

� Monitoring

� Costs

www.bkltrans.com


